Prepare
CPA
(Certified Public Accountant)

CPA is considered to be the most elite profession & the Highest Qualification in the field of Accountancy. CPA Examination is administered by the American Institute of CPA (AICPA). Most CPA’s, having started their Career in accounting, can virtually work in any area of Finance like Assurance & Attestation, Financial Accounting, Analysis & Planning, Forensic Accounting, Income Tax, Regulatory Reporting, Merger & Acquisition and such other fields. A CPA serves to protect the public interest in a rapidly changing business and financial environment.
Why CPA

- Single Exam with just 4 Papers
- Online Exams with Multiple choice & Simulations
- Work Experience NOT Required
- Course duration: Less than One year
- International Recognition
- Huge Opportunities in India & Globally
- CPA earns as much as 10% more than a non-certified accountant in the same position (CPA's earn a Mean Salary of $59129*)

Career Opportunities

With more number of MNC’s establishing in India and the Indian companies going Global, there lies an opportunity for a person who understands the Foreign Accounting Principles & Standards and this makes CPA’s one of the most sought after professionals in the field of Finance & Accounting.
Our Offering

- 160 hours of comprehensive training
  - 50 hours for Financial Accounting and Reporting
  - 40 hours for Auditing and Attestation
  - 40 hours for Regulation
  - 30 hours for Business Environment and Concepts

- Courseware organized by the topics tested on the CPA exam
- Practice over 250 task-based simulations that mirror those found on CPA exam
- Over 6,000 multiple-choice questions that mirror the exam interface
- Two Full Final Exams per part to become familiar with Computer Based Test Environment

Faculty

- At EduPristine we have the Best faculty members with most of them from the Big 4 Companies, enriched with a work experience of 3-10 years.
- Our faculties are CPA qualified with excellent academic training
Why EduPristine

- Premier Finance Training Provider
- Largest enlisted training provider for CFA®, FRM®, PRMIA
- Leader in Financial Modeling & Business Analytics training
- Comprehensive Support for all CPA formalities & logistics
- Repeat our course for free if you don’t pass in the first attempt
- We have trained more than 15,000+ finance professionals

Training Fees

₹1,32,000/- inclusive of applicable service tax & study materials

Buy NOW

online at

www.edupristine.com

Call

Nitin Yadav +91 887 963 5279

Email

nitin@edupristine.com